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1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivated by the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, the possibility of 
decomposition into irreducible elements has been investigated in many 
structures. In some cases it turned out that infinitely many factors are 
needed; this makes sense only if the structure possesses a topology. Our 
main concern is the existence of such an infinite decomposition in certain 
semigroups S (written multiplicatively), to which we impose the fundamental 
assumptions that 
(A) algebraically S is a commutative semigroup with a unit element e; 
(B) topologically S is a topological semigroup with a Hausdorff 
topology. 
These will be assumed throughout the paper without any further mentioning. 
The prototype of these investigations is HinEin’s theorem on the decom- 
position of probability distributions on the line into a (possibly infinite) 
convolution of irreducible (indecomposable, prime) factors and one more 
factor that has no irreducible divisor at all (we shall call these anti- 
irreducible; they are known to be infinitely divisible). (See, e.g., Linnik and 
Ostrovskii [6].) 
HinEin’s proof was based on the so-called Hi&in functional 
H,(f) = - jc log Ix(t)1 dt, 
--c 
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where x is the characteristic function of the distributionf: HinEin’s theorem 
was generalized by Parthasarathy et al. [7] to distributions (probability 
measures) on second countable locally compact Abelian groups. Their 
method applied a generalization of HinEin’s functional. 
HinEin’s idea was applied by Kendall [5] (see also [2, 31) to a certain 
class of abstract semigroups which he called Delphic. They are required to 
be first countable and to satisfy the assumptions 
(i) the set of divisors of each element is compact; 
(ii) there exists a continuous homomorphism A into the additive 
group of reals such that A(a) > 0 if a # e; 
(iii) the limit of an infinitesimal triangle is infintely divisible. 
We do not state now (iii) in detail; we shall return to this in Section 6. 
One may observe that the convolution semigroup of probabillity 
distributions satisfies neither (i) nor (ii). A more serious disadvantage is the 
external nature of (ii). While such a functional may quite naturally arise in 
the study of distributions, this requirement is unnatural and difficult to check 
for an abstract semigroup. Our aim is to build up a theory of decomposition 
that is free of these deficiencies, i.e., includes both HinEin’s and Kendall’s 
theories and applies internal conditions only. 
A weaker condition that can replace (ii) is, e.g., 
(ii’) ifab=a, then b=e. 
A trivial example of a semigroup that satisfies (ii’) but not (ii) is any group. 
A less trivial example is the convolution semigroup a of probability 
distributions on the line, with the usual weak topology. Here the nonex- 
istence of the homomorphism A is not at all obvious. G. Hal&z 
(unpublished) proved the following stronger statement: g does not possess 
any nontrivial homomorphism into any locally compact Abelian group. 
A semigroup that does not even satisfy (ii’) but falls within the scope of 
the theorem to be stated later is the convolution semigroup of probability 
distributions on the unit circle. 
2. CONCEPTS AND THE MAIN RESULT 
Among the elements of S, we say that a is a divisor of b and write a( b if 
b = ac for some c. If both al b and b( a, we say that a and b are associates 
and write a - b. If a is a divisor (and hence an associate) of the unity e, we 
call it a unit. An element a that is not a unit is irreducible, if in every decom- 
position a = bc either b or c must be a unit. 
The favorite, but by no means the only reasonable, kind of decomposition 
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is into irreducibles. We consider the more general situation of decomposing 
into a prescribed kind of elements, called atoms. So we assume that a subset 
P of S is given, the elements of which are our “factors.” We assume 
(i) e65 P, 
(ii) if an element belongs to P, so do all its associates. (2.1) 
Now take an element s and begin to decompose it: 
s =p1s1, St =Pls~,..., pj E P. 
This procedure can break off in two principal ways: (a) some aj has no 
divisor from P at all, or (b) by a “circle,” when in every decomposition 
aj=Paj+,y aj+l is an associate of aj. (For example, among the integers 0 
has prime divisors, but the only decomposition is 0 = 0 . p.) To treat this 
duality in a unique way we introduce some concepts. 
(2.2) DEFINITION. b is an efictive divisor of a if a = bc with some c that 
is not an associate of a. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. A decomposition a = bc is an effective decomposition 
if neither b or c is an associate of a. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. An element of S is completely reducible (with respect 
to P), if it is a (countable, finite or empty) product of atoms. 
(2.5) DEFINITION. An element of S is an antiatom (with respect to P), if 
it is not effectively divisible by any completely reducible element. If P 
consists of the irreducibles, we call the antiatoms anti-irreducibles. 
Clearly we have the implications 
s is not divisible by any atom 3 s is an antiatom 
* s is not effectively divisible by any atom, 
and we show by means of an example that none of these implications can be 
reverted. An “antiatom” is indeed an element that we cannot reduce by 
extracting a countable number of atoms. 
Let S be the semigroup of the numbers 0, 1, 2-l, 2-*,... with 
multiplication, extended by a “super-zero” z, for which the multiplication 
rule is zx = z for all x E S. The only irreducible element is 2-l. 0 and z are 
divisible, but not effectively divisible by it; 0 is completely reducible, while z 
is anti-irreducible. 
Finally, we describe the class of semigroups for which our theory works. 
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(2.6) DEFINITION. We call S a Hungarian semigroup, if 
(i) it is first countable (M,); 
(ii) the set of associates of any element is closed; hence we may form 
the factor semigroup S* = S/w; 
(iii) the set of divisors of any fixed element of S* is a compact subset 
of S”; 
(iv) if s - t, then s = tu with some unit U. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a Hungarian semigroup and P c S a set of atoms 
satisfying (2.1). Every element of S is the product of a completely reducible 
(with respect to P) element and an antiatom. 
How this applies to distributions is treated in another paper (Ruzsa and 
Sztkely [lo]). 
The role of (i) in (2.6) is that it reduces the number of factors to coun- 
table. Consider, e.g., the semigroup of subsets of an uncountable set, the 
operation being the union. The irreducibles are the one-element sets and to 
decompose an uncountable set an uncountable number of factors is 
necessary. This is meant now, however, only heuristically; in general, even 
the definition of an uncountable product presents considerable difficulties. 
That some kind of compactness condition is necessary is quite clear (e.g., 
if the topology were discrete, then an infinite product would not make any 
sense) and (ii)-(iii) is a rather mild one. We add that conditional 
compactness implies compactness in this case. 
(2.7) STATEMENT. If (in an arbitrary semigroup) the set of divisors of s 
is contained in a compact set, it is compact itself: 
ProoJ: Let K be the closure of the set of divisors of s. Let a E K; we 
show a 1 s. If not, then for every b E K we have the inequality ab # s. Hence 
there is a neighbourhood U, of a and a neighbourhood V, of b such that 
Since 
there is a finite subcover, i.e., there are b, ,..., b, such that 
Now fi U,, is a neighbourhood of a that contains no divisor of s, in 
contradiction with the definition of K. 
The relevance of (iv) will be shown in Section 5. 
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3. HUN SEMIGROUPS 
Before turning to Hungarian semigroups, we investigate another class that 
will be called Hun. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. A semigroup is associatefree, if in it a N b implies 
a = b. 
(3.2) DEFINKION. A semigroup is Hun, if it is associatefree and the set 
of divisors of each element is compact. 
(Like the Huns were not Hungarians, a Hun semigroup is not necessarily 
Hungarian: the first countability condition is missing.) 
We first make a study of decomposition in Hun semigroups and this will 
be applied to the semigroup S* = S/N for a Hungarian semigroup S. 
We consider nets W= (aJiE1 of elements of S, indexed by some directed 
set I. 
(3.3) DEFINITION. A net (ai) is increasing if i <j implies a, luj, and 
decreasing if it implies ajla,. An increasing or decreasing net is monotonic. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. A net (u,)~~~ is bounded if there is a jE I and an 
sES such that ails for i>j. 
Hence decreasing nets are a priori bounded. 
(~.~)LEMMA. In an Hun semigroup a bounded monotonic net is always 
convergent. 
ProoJ Suppose our net (q) is increasing; the proof for decreasing nets is 
completely analogous. Since it is bounded, its elements are contained in the 
compact set of divisors of some t E S; hence if it is not convergent, it has 
two different cluster points, say, b and c. 
b being a cluster point, there is a subnet 
converging to b. For any fixed i, we have g(j) > i for j > j,(i), hence 
a gt j, = aitj. (3.6) 
We have tj IQ,(~) 1 s, h ence (tj) has a cluster point t. By (3.6) we conclude 
b = a, t, i.e., a1 1 b for all i. The set of divisors of b being compact, it contains 
every cluster point of (a,), including c, i.e., we have proved c 1 b. b ) c follows 
in the same way, therefore b = c, a contradiction. 
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Remark. A convergent increasing net may not be bounded. Let S be the 
multiplicative semigroup of polynomials satisfying f(0) = 1, the topology 
being the topology of uniform convergence on [0, 11. It is easy to construct A 
so that 
uniformly on [0, l] but none of the factors is constant; hence any 
polynomial of degree n can be divisible at most by the first n partial 
products. This cannot happen in a semigroup where the set of multiples of a 
fixed element is always closed. 
(3.7) DEFINITION. Let (aj)j,, be any collection of elements of S, A being 
an arbitrary indexing set. We say that 
is the unordered product of this system if for every neighbourhood V of b 
there exists a finite B c A such that 
for every finite C such that B c Cc A. 
In other words, let D be the directed set of finite subsets of A, ordered by 
inclusion, and for B E D we put 
jsB 
b is the limit, if it exists, of the net (bBIBE,,. This net is, by definition, always 
increasing. It is natural to call the product bounded if the corresponding net 
is bounded. Lemma (3.5) immediately yields 
(3.8) LEMMA. In a Hun semigroup a bounded unordered product is 
always convergent. 
It is clear that if A is countable and the value of the unordered product is 
b, then arranging the elements of A arbitrarily into a sequence (jk), 
k = 1, 2,..., we have 
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(3.9) LEMMA. Let (st)isl be an increasing bounded net, s = lim si. We 
have si ) s for all i and if t is such that always si 1 t, then s 1 t (i.e., s is a 
“1.c.m.“). 
Proof (si) being bounded, si 1 u for some u and all i. Let K be the 
(compact) set of all divisors of u. Since si 1 sj for i (j, sj E s,K for j > i. K 
being compact, so is siK, hence also s E siK, i.e., indeed si 1 s. 
If si 1 t for all i, then s I t follows from the compactness of the set of 
divisors of t. 
(3.10) LEMMA. Zf (sJier is a decreasing net and s = lim si, then s I si for 
all i; if t is such that always t I si, then t I s, i.e., s is a “g.c.d.” 
We omit the proof, since it is completely analogous to that of the previous 
lemma. 
(3.11) COROLLARY. Let (aij)iE,jE, be a double net of elements of S for 
the directed set Z, J. Assume that it is either decreasing both in i and j, or 
increasing in both and (jointly) bounded. Then 
lim lim aij = lim lim aij. 
1 i j i 
Proof Lemma (3.10), resp. (3.9), implies that each of the limits divides 
the other. 
(3.12) COROLLARY (“Law of Associativity”). Let A be any set, s, E S 
foraEA andA=U bPB A,. Suppose that the unordered products 
are convergent for every b E B and have the value t,. Zf the unordered 
product nb,, t, is convergent, then so is &,A s, and they have the same 
value. 
This also easily follows from (3.9) 
(3.13) STATEMENT. Zf S is M, and 
is a bounded unordered product, then there is a countable subset B c A such 
that 
t= n s,. 
(2EB 
607/56/l-2 
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Proof Let V,, V2,... be a countable basis of neighbourhoods of t. For 
each Vj choose a finite Bj c A such that naEc s, E Vj whenever C 2 Bj. 
Clearly B = u Bj suffices. 
4. DECOMPOSITION IN HUN SEMIGROUPS 
Here we establish the existence of a (generally uncountable) decom- 
position in a Hun semigroup. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a Hun semigroup, P c S the set of atoms (now the 
only assumption is e 6C P). Every s E S possesses a decomposition s = s,s,, 
where s, has a bounded unordered product representation 
S) = n pY(P), 0 5 Y(P) < CO (4-l) 
PEP 
(PO is interpreted as e) and s2 is not effectively divisible by any atom. 
THEOREM 2”. With S and P as above, every s E S possesses a decom- 
position s = s,s,, where s, has a representation 
s,= n Pa, Pa E P (4.2) 
REA 
and s, is an antiatom. 
The difference is that in (4.2) a p may occur infinitely many times, but the 
choice of sz is more restricted. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Ifs is effectively divisible by p # e, then it has a decom- 
position s =pnt, p$t. 
Proof: Put 
s =pt,, t, # s. 
Now if p 1 t,, let t, =pt,; if p 1 t,, let t, =pt3, and so on. If this sequence 
terminates, say, ptt, for some n, we are ready. Suppose it is infinite. (t,) is a 
decreasing sequence, hence it is convergent by Lemma (3.5), say, 1, -+ t. 
Also, p” 1 s for all n, thus (p”) is an increasing bounded sequence, therefore 
it converges as well, say, p” + q. Clearly also p”’ ’ + q and p”’ ’ +pq, hence 
pq = q. We have 
t, =pn-‘t,, 
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and making n-t co we obtain t, = qt. Hence 
s =pt, = (pq)t = qt = t, , 
contradicting the definition of t, . 
Remark. We cannot say simply “let n be the maximal number such that 
pn 1 s,)’ because this may be infinite. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the decompositions of s: 
s=t n p°Cp’, 
PEP 
(4.4) 
where a(p) is a nonnegative integer and the product is assumed to be 
bounded. More exactly, by a decomposition we mean the pair W = (a, t), 
where t E S and a is a nonnegative integer-valued function on P such that 
(4.4) holds. We admit only those decompositions in which ptt whenever 
a(p) > 0. If W= (a, t) and W’ = (a’, t’) are two decompositions, we say 
that W’ is an extension of W and write W < W’ if always a(p) 5 a’(p) and 
(4.5) 
We show that 
if a’(p)# a(p), then a(p) = 0. (4.6) 
Indeed, if a’(p) > a(p), then p / c by (4.5), whence a(p)= 0 by the 
assumption. 
Now we show that the partially ordered set of decompositions satisfies the 
chain condition. Consider a chain (WJ,,, of decompositions 
W, = (a,, fn), 
where I is a linearly ordered set and W, < W, if m < n. (t,) is a decreasing 
net by (4.5), thus there exists 
t = lim t, 
and we define 
48 = sup a,(P). 
By (4.6) all the nonzero values of a,(p) are equal, thus this supremum is a 
finite number. We have to show that W= (a, t) is an admissible decom- 
position and W,, < W for all n. 
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Forming the limit we obtain by (3.11) 
(4.7) 
Equation (4.7) shows that W is indeed an extension of W,. Multiplying (4.7) 
by I-Ipnn(p) we see that W is a decomposition of s. Finally, ifp 1 t, thenp 1 t, 
for all n by the decreasing property of (t,), thus every a,(p) is zero, therefore 
so is their supremum which proves that W is an admissible decomposition. 
Now by Zom’s lemma we conclude that there exists a maximal one 
among the decompositions; let it be W = (a, t). We show that t is not effec- 
tively divisible by any atom. If this is not the case, by Lemma (3.4) we find 
t= q”t’, n > 
Since qk t, we have a(q) = 0. Now put 
I a(P) a’(P)= n 
1, q E P, q$t’* 
if pfq 
if p = q. 
Clearly W= (a’, t’) is a nontrivial extension of W, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 2”. Let Q be the set of those elements of S that can 
be represented as a bounded unordered product of elements of P. We apply 
Theorem 2 with Q in the place of P. We obtain a decomposition s = slsz, 
where s, is a bounded unordered product of elements of Q. By (3.12) s, also 
belongs to Q as wanted. s, is not effectively divisible by any element of Q, 
which implies that it is a P-antiatom. 
5. HUN FACTORS OF HUNGARIAN SEMIGROUPS 
Let S be a Hungarian semigroup, S * = S/- the semigroup of associate 
classes. S* is clearly associatefree, hence a Hun semigroup. Let w: S + S* 
be the natural homomorphism. 
(5.1) LEMMA. y is open. 
Proof: Let VC S be an open set. We must show that w(V) is open, 
which is equivalent to the openness of w-’ (w(v)). We have 
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by the (iv) property of Hungarian semigroups. Now if u is a unit, then the 
function g,(x) = ux as well as its inverse 
g,‘(x)=g,-,(x)=u-l(x) 
are continuous, hence they are homeomorphisms, therefore uV= g,( V) is 
open. 
(5.3) LEMMA. If S is Hungarian, S* is M, . 
ProoJ: If (V,),j= I,2 ,..., is a basis of neigbourhoods of s, then (w( V,)) is 
a sequence of neighbourhoods of v(s) by the previous lemma. Now if W is 
any neighbourhood of I&), then w-‘(W) is a neighbourhood of s, hence 
w-‘(w) 2 Vj for some j, therefore W 3 w(V,) which shows that (w( 5)) is 
indeed a basis at s. 
(5.4) LEMMA. Let s E S, w,, w2 ,..., E S* and suppose 
There are elements sj E S such that v(sj) = Wj and sj + S. 
Proof Let 
be a basis of neighbourhoods of s. For every j we put 
if Wj E W(Vj) 
maximal n such that wj E I@,) otherwise. 
So we have always 
and n(j)+ co. Now let sj be an arbitrary element of 
'n(j) fl W-'twj); 
this is nonempty by the assumptions and sj+ s follows from n(j) -+ co. 
Remark. Without the M, property this problem becomes diffkult. For 
probability distributions on groups (where associates are just translates of 
each other) one of the authors called this the “problem of shift convergence” 
and gave some partial solutions (Ruzsa [S, 91). 
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(5.5) LEMMA. w preserves divisibility and associates: 
w(a) I 0) 0 a I b, 
w(a) - yl(b) o a - b. 
If a is irreducible, so is v/(a), but the converse is not always true; w(a) is 
irreducible if and only if a has the following property: 
whenever a = bc, then either b - a or c - a. (5.6) 
We omit the simple proof. 
(5.7) DEFINITION. We call an element having property (5.6) effectively 
irreducible. 
(5.8) LEMMA. Let P be the set of atoms in S and P” = v/(P) its image in 
S*. An element a E S is completely reducible, resp. an antiatom, if and only 
tfa* = w(a) is completely P*-reducible, resp. a P*-antiatom. 
Proof: Assume first that a is completely reducible, i.e., a = 
PlPl . . . pj E P. This immediately yields the decomposition 
a * = w(a) = n V(Pj)T 
which shows the complete reducibility of a*. 
Next assume that a* is completely reducible, i.e., 
a* = fip?, pj”EP* 
j=l 
(the case of a finite product is obvious). Put 
n 
w,= np7. 
j= 1 
An application of Lemma (5.4) yields us a sequence (s,) of elements of S 
such that I = w, and s, + a. Let pn be an arbitrary element of v- ‘(pz). 
We know 
S,-PIP2 “‘P,, 
i.e., 
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with some units u,. Then putting u,, = e, clearly we have 
and pj~j~Jr-“, , being an associate of pj, is also an atom. Thus we found the 
decomposition 
which shows the complete reducibility of CI. 
For the statement concerning the antiatoms, we show the equivalence of 
the negations. 
Suppose a is not an antiatom. This means a = qb, q completely reducible, 
b 4 a; this gives us the decomposition 
a” = w(q) v(b), w(b) # a * 
and y(q) is completely reducible. Similarly if a* is not an antiatom, we find 
a* =q*b*, hence for arbitrary q E t,v-‘(q*) and b E y-‘(b*) we have 
a - qb. This means a = qbu, where u is a unit. If q* is completely reducible, 
so is q, so we have the decomposition 
a = q(bu), bu-b&u. 
Remark. It was here that we made the most essential use of property (iv) 
of Hungarian semigroups. An example of a compact M, semigroup that is 
not decomposable (which thus fails to be Hungarian just for want of (iv)) 
appeared in Ruzsa and Szekely [lo]. 
Now we have the main result almost in our hands. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We want to decompose s E S, where S is 
Hungarian. By Theorem 2* we find 
where s,* is a P*-antiatom. 
By Lemmas (5.3) and (3.13) we may assume that A is countable, i.e., ST 
is completely reducible. Then choosing s1 E IJ-‘(s:) and s2 E IJ-‘(@) we 
have s - s, s2, i.e., s = s,szu with some unit u. Here s, is completely 
irreducible and s2u is an antiatom. 
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6. THE STRUCTURE OF ANTI-IRREDUCIBLES 
The anti-irreducible distributions are known to be infinitely divisible, but 
by far not every infinitely divisible distribution is anti-irreducible (HinPin [4] 
for the line, Parthasarathy et al. [7] for certain groups). A similar result was 
obtained by Kendall [5] for his Delphic semigroups. These were based on 
the fact, which had been known for distributions and was incorporated in the 
definition of a Delphic semigroup, that if we have a triangular array 
Cajj>, j = 1, 2 ,..., ni, i = 1, 2 ,... 
which is infinitesimal in the sense that aii--+ e as i-+ co uniformly in j and 
S = lim fi aij, 
j=l 
(6.1) 
then s is infinitely divisible. It seems to be a difficult problem to find a 
natural condition on an abstract semigroup that implies the above 
assumption; we plan to return to this in another paper. 
Now we treat the other side, i.e., how to represent an anti-irreducible 
element via a triangular array. Our triangle will have the peculiar property 
that the limit in (6.1) is a trivial one, i.e., 
for all i. 
(6.2) DEFINITION. We call an s E S infinitesimally divisible, if for every 
neighbourhood U of e it has a decomposition 
(k may depend on U). 
Remark. While infinite divisibility is an algebraic concept, infinitesimal 
divisibility is a topological one and in general neither of them implies the 
other. A Haar measure on a compact group (in the convolution semigroup of 
probability distributions) is infinitely but not infinitesimally divisible. Or 
consider the semigroup of measurable subsets of [0, 11, the operation being 
the union. We define the distance of two sets as the measure of their 
symmetric difference (and identify sets whose distance is 0). Here every 
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element is both infinitely and infinitesimally divisible, but for a given CI # 0 
one cannot find a,, so that 
a* = a n ’ a, --f e(=0). 
We recall that s is idempotent if s2 = s. 
(6.3) DEFINITION. s E S is bald, if it is not divisible by any idempotent 
element except the units. 
Remark. The term “bald” comes from measure theory, where an idem- 
potent measure (on a group) is just a Haar measure on a subgroup. Since we 
have more than enough clumsy terms, we thought it was preferable to “idem- 
potentfree.” 
THEOREM 3. A bald anti-irreducible element in a Hun semigroup is 
infinitesimally divisible. 
(6.4) COROLLARY. If in a Hungarian semigroup every unit is 
infinitesimally divisible (e.g., if the group of units is connected), then so are 
all the bald anti-irreducible elements. 
To obtain the Corollary for a Hungarian semigroup S, we apply Theorem 
3 to S* = S/- and thus get 
w(s) = W@,) ‘** VkJ t,E v 
for any prescribed s E S and neighbourhood U of e. Hence 
s = t,t, *‘* tgl, u unit 
and if we can decompose u as well, we are ready. 
Remark. Before turning to the proof of Theorem 3, let us cast a look to 
the role of baldness. Let S be a semigroup with a unit e, and extend it to 
S’ = S U (E} by a “super-unit” E, the multiplication rule being Ex =x for 
all x E S’. Then the elements of S that were bald and infinitesimally divisible 
cease to be either in S’; they have e as the maximal idempotent divisor. This 
situation is typical. Let s be an arbitrary element in the Hun semigroup S. 
Forming the (bounded unordered) product of all the idempotent divisors of s 
we obtain the maximal idempotent divisor d. Now dS is also a Hun 
semigroup (its unit is d), s is bald in it and applying Theorem 3 we find that 
s has decompositions 
s= t,t, *** tk, t,E u 
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with the factors ti being in an arbitrarily prescribed neighbourhood U of d. 
This can also be useful to deduce infinite divisibility of s. 
Among probability distributions on commutative groups the anti- 
irreducible elements are bald with the exception of the Haar measure on a 
two-element group. 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 3; from now on S will be our Hun 
semigroup. 
(6.5) LEMMA. Let 
be a bounded unordered product. For finite D c A we put 
thus if F is the net of all the finite subsets of A ordered by inclusion, then 
@D>D,F is a decreasing net. Let 
t = lim to. 
Then tls and t=t2. 
Following Csiszir [ 11, we call t the tail idempotent of the product. 
Proof: Clearly t, /s and hence t ] s. To prove t = t* let U be any 
neighbourhood of t; it is suffkient to show that 
We have t, E U for D 3 D, with some finite D, c A. Especially 
hence for a suitable finite E c A \ D, 
We have also 
rI s,E u. 
UGE 
and clearly 
tDo= ‘DOVE n ‘~7, 
UEE 
which proves (6.6). 
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(6.7) LEMMA. Zf t” 1 s for every n, then t” tends to an element w  which is 
an idempotent diuisor of s; in particular, if t # e, then s is not bald. 
ProoJ: (t”) is bounded and increasing, hence converges by Lemma (3.5). 
w  1 s follows from the compactness of the set of divisors of s. To see that w  is 
idempotent observe that 
wz = lim (t”)* = lim t*” = w. 
(6.8) LEMMA. Let s be bald and U a neighbourhood of e. There is an 
integer n such that whenever 
t, kz u, I, e u ,..., f” 6-s u, 
then 
t1t2 **- t,)s. 
Proof: Let K be the set of divisors of s, and L = K \ U, thus L is compact 
and e @ L. By the previous lemma for every t E L there is an n(t) such that 
t?%s. 
Since K is closed, there is a neighbourhood V(t) of tnct) that contains no 
divisor of s; now let W(t) be a neighbourhood of t such that 
W(t)“(‘) c V(t)* 
So whenever t, ,..., tncrj E W(t), we have 
hence 
Since clearly 
t, *.. t n(t) E W>~ 
t, **a tnwJ(s* 
u fvt>=JL, 
LEL 
there is a finite subcover, say, 
W(f,)U *** u W(fk) 3 L. 
Then obviously 
n = i n(tJ 
j=l 
suffkes. 
26 RUZSA AND SZhKELY 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let s be a bald anti-irreducible element and U a 
neighbourhood of e. First we apply Theorem 2 with P = U \ {e) and obtain a 
decomposition s = s, s2, 
and s2 has no effective divisor from U except e. 
We apply Lemma (6.5) to the product (6.9). Since s is bald, the tail idem- 
potent must be e, hence there is a finite B CA such that 
So we have decomposed s, into a finite product of elements from U, namely, 
t, for a E B and sj. We are going to show that s2 = e. 
First we show that s, has no divisor from U at all, except e. Suppose t 1 s2, 
t E U. Since t cannot be an effective divisor, s2 = ts,, hence by iterating we 
obtain s2 = f’s2 for every integer n, a contradiction to Lemma (6.7). 
Now consider all the decompositions 
s2 = t,t, .” t n Ctj f 4 (6.10) 
of s,. We already know tj ~5 U, hence by Lemma (6.8) n is bounded. Choose 
a decomposition with a maximal n. If any of the tj’s has a nontrivial divisor, 
say, 
tj = xy, x#e,y#e 
this gives. us a longer decomposition, a contradiction to the maximality of n. 
This just means that all the tj are irreducible; since s is anti-irreducible, tj 
cannot be its effective divisor, i.e., s = stj, This again leads to a contradiction 
to Lemma (6.7). We found that tj does not exist at all; this just means s2 = e. 
Q.E.D. 
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